Dissipative particle dynamics simulation of depletion layer and polymer migration in micro- and nanochannels for dilute polymer solutions
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The flows of dilute polymer solutions in micro- and nanoscale channels are of both fundamental and practical importance in variety of applications in which the channel gap is of the same order as the size of the suspended particles or macromolecules. In such systems depletion layers are observed near solid-fluid interfaces, even in equilibrium, and the imposition of flow results in further cross-stream migration of the particles. In this work we employ dissipative particle dynamics to study depletion and migration in dilute polymer solutions in channels several times larger than the radius of gyration \(R_g\) of bead-spring chains. We compare depletion layers for different chain models and levels of chain representation, solvent quality, and relative wall-solvent-polymer interactions. By suitable scaling the simulated depletion layers compare well with the asymptotic lattice theory solution of depletion near a repulsive wall. In Poiseuille flow, polymer migration across the streamlines increases with the Peclet and the Reynolds number until the center-of-mass distribution develops two symmetric off-center peaks which identify the preferred chain positions across the channel. These appear to be governed by the balance of wall-chain repulsive interactions and an off-center driving force of the type known as the Segre–Silberberg effect. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2897761]

I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer depletion and cross-stream migration phenomena in micro- and nanochannels are important in microfluidic devices and a variety of biological systems. These effects might be relevant in physical processes such as adsorption, lubrication, wall slip, and polymer transport. Depletion layers arise from steric wall repulsion,1,2 when a polymer solution is placed in confined geometries. Depletion was observed in the region next to the fluid-solid interface in several experiments,3,4 and was simulated using various methods including Monte Carlo (MC),5–7 lattice Boltzmann (LBM),8,9 Brownian dynamics (BD),9,10 and dissipative particle dynamics (DPD).11 An asymptotic analytical solution12 of the depletion layer for an ideal chain in the presence of purely repulsive wall predicts depletion to be effective at about one radius of gyration from the confining surface. Therefore, in micro- and nanochannels the layer is often of the same order as the channel width, and greatly affects the polymer distribution across the channel.

In presence of flow (e.g., Poiseuille, Couette) the polymer migration phenomena changes the polymer distribution across the channel. Several experimental observations3,4 show polymer migration from the walls towards the channel centerline. However, simulations8,10,11,13 showed that polymer migration might proceed towards the walls as well as to the channel centerline. Two models of polymer migration which emphasize the importance of polymer hydrodynamic interactions were recently proposed by Graham et al.14 and by Ladd et al.13 The former predicts polymer migration away from the walls and attributes this effect to wall-polymer hydrodynamic interactions and a gradient in chain mobility. The latter states that polymer migration can proceed both away from and to the wall, and is determined by the balance of several effects: hydrodynamic lift, rotation, and drift of the polymer. Recent simulations8–11 of polymer migration in Poiseuille flow showed a development of two symmetric off-center peaks (local maxima) in the polymer distribution between the wall and the centerline. These peaks become more pronounced with increasing Peclet or Reynolds number. In contrast, the polymer distribution in Couette flow yielded a single local maximum at the channel centerline. Thus, the presence of two symmetric off-center peaks in pressure-driven Poiseuille flow appears to be related to variable shear rates. The above unresolved issues suggest further investigation.

Here we employ dissipative particle dynamics15,16 to investigate the depletion layer and polymer migration. DPD is a mesoscopic method that can potentially bridge the gap between the atomistic and the continuum descriptions of fluids. The DPD particles represent clusters of molecules moving together in a Lagrangian fashion subject to soft quadratic potentials. In contrast to molecular dynamics method, DPD employs much larger time steps and particle sizes due to soft particle interactions. In particular, the DPD method appears to be successful in simulations of complex fluids, such as suspensions of polymers, DNA, and colloids in a Newtonian incompressible solvent, etc., see Refs. 17–19. In this paper, we systematically investigate the dependence of wall-polymer depletion on the polymer model, level of chain rep-
resentation, solvent quality, and relative wall-polymer-solvent interactions. By means of suitable scaling of simulated depletion layers we compare our results to the asymptotic lattice theory solution\textsuperscript{12} of depletion near a repulsive wall. Also, we investigate polymer migration in Poiseuille flow, and we offer an argument which attributes polymer migration to wall-polymer hydrodynamic interactions and to the well-known Segre–Silberberg effect.\textsuperscript{20,21}

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present some details of the DPD governing equations, the polymer models, and the boundary conditions. In Sec. III we present simulation results for a polymer solution in a channel (no net flow). In Sec. IV we present migration results for dilute-solution Poiseuille flow at different Peclet and Reynolds numbers. We conclude in Sec. V with a brief discussion.

II. DPD MODEL

A. DPD governing equations

DPD is a mesoscopic particle method, where each particle represents a molecular cluster rather than an individual atom, and can be thought of as a soft lump of fluid. The DPD system consists of $N$ point particles of mass $m$, position $r$, and velocity $v$. DPD particles interact through simple pairwise-additive forces corresponding to a conservative force $F^C_{ij}$, a dissipative force $F^D_{ij}$, and a random force $F^R_{ij}$. The total force exerted on a particle $i$ by particle $j$ consists of the three terms given by

\[
F^C_{ij} = F^C_{ij}(r_{ij}) \hat{r}_{ij},
\]
\[
F^D_{ij} = -\gamma \omega^D(r_{ij})(v_{ij} \cdot \hat{r}_{ij})\hat{r}_{ij},
\]
\[
F^R_{ij} = \sigma \omega^R(r_{ij}) \xi_{ij} \hat{r}_{ij},
\]

where $r_{ij} = r_i - r_j$, $r_{ij} = |r_{ij}|$, $\hat{r}_{ij} = r_{ij} / r_{ij}$, and $v_{ij} = v_i - v_j$. The coefficients $\gamma$ and $\sigma$ determine the strength of dissipative and random forces, respectively. $\omega^D$ and $\omega^R$ are weight functions, $\xi_{ij}$ is a normally distributed random variable with zero mean, unit variance, and $\xi_{ij} = \xi_{ji}$. All forces act within a sphere of radius $r_c$, the cutoff radius, which defines the length scale in the DPD system. The conservative force $F^C_{ij}(r_{ij})$ is typically given by

\[
F^C_{ij}(r_{ij}) = \begin{cases} a_{ij}(1 - r_{ij}/r_c), & \text{for } r_{ij} \leq r_c, \\ 0, & \text{for } r_{ij} > r_c, \end{cases}
\]

where $a_{ij} = \sqrt{a_i a_j}$ and $a_i, a_j$ are conservative force coefficients for particles $i$ and $j$, respectively.

The random and dissipative forces must satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem\textsuperscript{22} in order for the DPD system to maintain equilibrium temperature $T$.

\[
\omega^D(r_{ij}) = [\omega^R(r_{ij})]^2
\]
\[
\sigma^2 = 2\gamma k_B T,
\]

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant. The usual choice for the weight functions is

\[
\omega^R(r_{ij}) = \begin{cases} (1 - r_{ij}/r_c)^p, & \text{for } r_{ij} \leq r_c, \\ 0, & \text{for } r_{ij} > r_c, \end{cases}
\]

where $p=1$ for the original DPD method. However, other choices (e.g., $p=0.25$) for these envelopes have been used\textsuperscript{23–25} in order to increase the viscosity of the DPD fluid and bring the Schmidt number in DPD to values representative of real liquids. The $p$ values used in simulations will be designated below.

The time evolution of velocities and positions of particles is determined by the Newton’s second law of motion,

\[
dr_i = v_i dt,
\]
\[
dv_i = \frac{1}{m_i+1} \sum_{j \neq i} (F^C_{ij} dt + F^D_{ij} dt + F^R_{ij} \sqrt{dt}).
\]

The above equations of motion were integrated using the modified velocity-Verlet algorithm.\textsuperscript{16}

B. Polymer models

The polymer model in our simulations is based on the well-known linear bead-spring polymer chain representation. Each bead in a polymer chain is subject to three DPD forces mentioned in the previous section and intra-polymer forces arising from neighboring bead-to-bead interactions. Here we consider flexible chains, so two consecutive segments of a chain have no preferred angle between them. Below we outline two spring laws which define force contributions of bead-to-bead interactions.
1. FENE spring

Each pair of particles connected by the finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) spring is subject to the nonlinear potential.

\[ U_{\text{FENE}} = -\frac{k}{2} r_{\text{max}}^2 \log \left(1 - \frac{\left|r_i - r_j\right|^2}{r_{\text{max}}^2}\right) \]

where \( r_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum spring extension and \( k \) is the spring constant. When the distance between two connected beads approaches \( r_{\text{max}} \), the spring attractive force goes to infinity, and therefore the length greater than \( r_{\text{max}} \) is not allowed.

2. Fraenkel spring

Two connected beads interact through the quadratic potential with a fixed equilibrium length \( r_{\text{eq}} \).

\[ U_{\text{Fraenkel}} = \frac{k}{2} \left(\left|r_i - r_j\right| - r_{\text{eq}}\right)^2 \]

where \( k \) is the spring constant. In contrast to the FENE model, this type of spring virtually has no limit on the maximum allowed distance between two beads. However, the minimum of potential energy corresponds to the length \( r_{\text{eq}} \) which is preferred equilibrium interbead distance. Sometimes this model is also called the harmonic spring.

C. Wall boundary conditions

In order to enforce no-slip boundary condition (BC) at the fluid-solid interface we employ the equilibrium BC model with adaptive shear correction (EBC-S). At the preprocessing stage, the computational domain covers both fluid and solid wall regions and is assumed to be periodic in all directions. The hydrostatic simulation is run until the equilibrium state is reached. In the solid region the particles are then frozen at some instant of time, and later are used to model solid walls in combination with bounce-back reflection at the fluid-solid interface. In addition, we use an adaptive shear procedure illustrated in the Fig. 1. Subregions of the computational domain of width \( L=r_c \) adjacent to the fluid-solid interface in both fluid and wall regions are considered. We divide the fluid and wall subregions into bins of height \( h \), whose value determines the accuracy of the near-wall velocity profile. If the velocity profile changes in the direction parallel to the wall these subregions can be divided into bins along the wall. During the simulation, in each bin in the fluid subregion the time-averaged velocity \( \bar{v} \) is collected over a specified number of time steps. The velocities of the particles inside each bin in the wall subregion are set to be opposite, i.e., \( -\bar{v} \), to the average velocity in the corresponding fluid subregion bin, which is symmetric with respect to the fluid-solid interface. The wall particles (shown as open circles) do not move in the simulations, and carry only the velocity information needed for the calculation of the dissipative force. A complete description of the BC model can be found in Ref. 25.

III. HYDROSTATICS OF CONFINED DILUTE POLYMER SOLUTIONS

In this section we present results of DPD simulations for the static case of dilute polymer solutions confined between parallel plates separated by gap \( H \). Dilute solutions are composed as a single polymer chain immersed in a Newtonian-type fluid solvent. Numerical measurements are taken of the polymer center-of-mass distribution, the bead distribution, and the stresses across the channel.
A. Simulation parameters

Table I presents the parameters used in DPD simulations. The number density \( n \) of a solution includes solvent and polymer particles. The conservative force coefficients will be specified in text corresponding to a particular simulation. All simulations employed the modified velocity-Verlet integration scheme with \( \lambda = 0.516 \), which corresponds to the standard velocity-Verlet scheme widely used in molecular dynamics simulations. The time step was set to 0.01. Solid walls were placed at \( y=0 \) and \( y=H \), and modeled by freezing DPD particles at equilibrium in combination with bounce-back reflection at the fluid-solid interface. The number density of the walls was that of fluid. In addition, adaptive shear procedure \(^{25} \) EBC-S type \(^{25} \) was used in order to enhance dissipative interactions and ensure no-slip condition at the fluid-solid interface. For EBC-S we used a \( 1 \times 5 \times 1 \) bin grid for all walls in order to compute the near-wall velocity profile and mimic a counter flow in the wall region.

B. Simulations with several bead-spring models

Employing two different spring models we performed several DPD simulations of a chain in a static solvent in the channel described above. The polymer chain consists of 16 beads. Three sets of simulation parameters are shown in Table II, where \( a_{ss} \) is the repulsive force coefficient between solvent-solvent particles, \( a_{pp} \)—polymer-polymer (beads), \( a_{ps} \)—polymer-solvent, and \( a_{wp} \)—wall-polymer particles, respectively. \( R_g \) is the polymer radius of gyration obtained from equilibrium simulations of dilute solution in large enough periodic domain. The choice of repulsive interactions defines a polymer solution with good quality solvent, which was pointed out in Ref. 26. The exponent \( p \) in Eq. (7) was set to 0.25 that corresponds to the kinematic viscosity of a fluid 0.54, which was obtained using the periodic Poiseuille flow method of Ref. 27. The height of the channel \( H \) was set to 3\( R_g \). In the other two dimensions, system is periodic and has a length more than 2\( H \) in order to ensure no dependence of the results from the domain size. The simulation times were set to allow the chain diffusion distance to be at least 40\( H \). Furthermore, 32 statistically independent copies (trajectories) of each simulation were run simultaneously on a Blue Gene supercomputer. The combination of trajectories and long enough run times provided us with smooth chain center-of-mass results even though only one polymer chain is present in the simulation domain.

The results revealed that the polymer center-of-mass and the bead distributions across the channel collapse onto one curve for all three simulations. Figure 2 shows the center-of-mass (left) and polymer bead distribution (right) for three polymer chains with the distance from the wall normalized by \( R_g \). These and all subsequent distributions are shown over the half channel because of symmetry with respect to the centerline, and hence they have been normalized with area of one half. Thus, it appears that polymer distribution in dilute solution is independent of polymer model used, and is correlated only by a mesoscopic polymer characteristic length such as the radius of gyration or the end-to-end distance.

C. Effect of the solvent quality

Polymers and macromolecules can have dissimilar properties and behavior in different solvents. In fact, polymer characteristics can drastically change depending on the solvent quality. It is well known that the quality of the solvent exhibits different scaling laws for static and dynamic polymer properties (e.g., \( R_g, D \)). Here, we performed DPD simulations to identify the effect of solvent quality on the polymer distribution in the channel. We compare ideal chains to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>spring</th>
<th>solvent</th>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>( r_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>( r_{\text{eq}} )</th>
<th>( a_{ss} )</th>
<th>( a_{pp} )</th>
<th>( a_{ps} )</th>
<th>( a_{wp} )</th>
<th>( R_g )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FENE</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>4.7373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FENE</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.9235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraenkel</td>
<td>ideal</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.5691</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3](https://example.com/figure3.png)
The polymer bead distribution for FENE chains in both poor and good solvents respectively. Each chain consists of \( N=100 \) beads and is placed in a channel of gap \( H=3R_g \). The simulation parameters are summarized in Table III. The different spring model for the ideal chain is required due to the absence of DPD repulsive interactions, which for a FENE spring would yield zero equilibrium distance between connected beads because it exerts only attractive force. However, Fraenkel spring exhibits a nonzero equilibrium length explicitly. Furthermore, the results shown in Fig. 2 exhibited no dependence on the spring model. The above parameters are chosen to match the results shown in Fig. 2 exhibited no dependence on the spring model. The above parameters are chosen to match the solvent quality as in Ref. 26. The exponent \( \rho \) [Eq. (7)] is set to 1.0, so that kinematic viscosity of the fluid is 0.2854.

Figure 3 shows the center-of-mass distribution (left) and the polymer bead distribution (right) for the ideal (Fraenkel) polymer and FENE chains in poor and good solvents. In contrast to the insensitivity of the distributions to different polymer models (Fig. 2), solvent quality has an effect on the polymer distribution. The ideal chain exhibits larger wall depletion (more confined distribution around the center) compared to chains in good and poor solvents. A good solvent yields the smallest wall depletion and poor solvent curve falls in-between good solvent and ideal chain. The wall depletion force on a chain is expected to be repulsive due to the cost in free energy for the loss of the available polymer configurations near the wall. Furthermore, the depletion potential and resulting wall force are weaker for chains with excluded volume (EV) interactions (good solvent) than for ideal chains as theoretically predicted by Schlessner et al., 28 where they concluded that EV interactions effectively reduce the depletion effect. As a result we observe larger wall depletion for ideal chains. This is illustrated by the pressure distribution across the slit. Figure 4 shows the excess pressure distribution in the channel with the solvent virial contribution and without the interbead-spring forces. Hence, only wall-polymer and solvent-polymer interactions contribute to the wall depletion. The excess pressure is obtained by subtraction of the equilibrium pressure in a large box. The pressure gradient for the ideal chain as we approach the wall from the centerline is larger than that of poor and good solvent. The larger pressure difference drives the polymer further away from the wall and contributes to larger wall depletion. The least pressure gradient and thus the smallest wall depletion was found for the good solvent case.

For complete analysis of the results we compute average polymer lengths in all three directions (\( x, y, \) and \( z \)) across the channel which characterize relative polymer shapes in the slit. We define local radius of gyration depending on the distance from the wall as

\[
R_g(y) = \left[ \langle R_g^2(y) \rangle + \langle R_g^2(y) \rangle + \langle R_g^2(y) \rangle \right]^{1/2},
\]

where \( R_g^2(y) = \langle (1/N) \sum_{i=1}^N (x_i - x_{cm}(y))^2 \rangle \), denotes time averaging, \( x_i \) are bead coordinates in the \( x \)-direction, and \( x_{cm}(y) \) is the center of mass at \( y \). \( R_g^2(y) \) and \( R_g^2(y) \) are defined analogously. Figure 5 presents the local radius of gyration normalized by the unconfined \( R_g \) (left) and the ratio of \( R_g^2(y) \) and \( R_g^2(y) \) (right) which identifies the relative polymer shape across the channel. The left-hand plot in Fig. 5 shows that when confined in a slit the polymer occupies a volume slightly smaller than it would in the unconfined state, and that the chain takes on a more compact volume as it approaches the wall. The right-hand plot of Fig. 5 shows that...
during the approach to the wall the chain elongates in the \(x\) and \(z\) directions relative to the \(y\) direction, and that its shape is nearly independent of solvent quality. As expected by symmetry \(R_g^2(y)\) was found to be statistically identical to \(R_g^2(y)\).

### D. Wall-polymer-solvent interactions

In the simulations presented above wall-polymer and solvent-polymer interactions were identical. These are neutral walls for which no explicit adsorption or repulsion is expected. However, real walls are known to induce adsorption or repulsion (electrostatic) of polymers. A manipulation of relative wall-polymer-solvent interactions enables us to explicitly introduce net-attractive or repulsive wall forces on the polymer. This might correspond to adsorption and repulsion, respectively, but it requires further investigation. To this end, a polymer of \(N=25\) beads in a good solvent was placed in a slit of gap \(H=3R_g\). The simulation parameters are summarized in Table IV. Figure 6 presents the center-of-mass \((y)\) and the bead \((y)\) distributions for both neutral and repulsive walls. These results are compared to the center-of-mass distribution obtained by Ladd et al. in Ref. 8 using the LBM method for an \(N=16\) bead chain confined in slits having gaps of \(H=3R_g, 4R_g, 5R_g, \text{ and } 8R_g\), and with the parameters shown in Table V. Figure 7 presents the center-of-mass distribution of the simulated polymer confined in channels with gaps listed above. It also includes center-of-mass distributions normalized by their maximum magnitude \(c_{\text{max}}\) (correspondence is shown by arrows). For all channel widths the normalized distributions collapse onto a single curve which clearly demonstrates that the wall-polymer depletion region reaches no further than about \(2.5R_g\). Consistency of this conclusion is tested by plotting the local radius of gyration normalized by the unconfined \(R_g\) and the ratio of components \(R_g^2(y)\) and \(R_g^2(y)\). Figure 8 shows that beyond a distance of about \(2.5R_g\), both the local size \((y)\) and the shape \((y)\) of the polymer are unaffected by the wall.

### F. The bead number \(N\) effect

Many theoretical results in polymer physics are asymptotic in the limit of large bead number \(N\). Examples are the scaling laws for the radius of gyration and for the diffusion coefficient. To test the level of chain representation on the depletion layer we performed simulations for a set of chains having bead numbers \(N=16, 25, 100, \text{ and } 500\) in a channel of gap \(H=3R_g\), and with the parameters shown in Table VI.

![FIG. 6. Effect of wall-polymer-solvent interactions on the center-of-mass (left) and bead (right) distributions for a \(N=25\) bead chain.](image-url)
Figure 9 shows the calculated center-of-mass distributions for this set of chains, and also the LBM results for \( N = 16 \) in a channel of the same gap by Ladd et al.\(^8\) The gap dimensions for the simulations discussed above assumed the appropriate characteristic length to be the unconfined \( R_g \). An alternative length scale, independent of molecular concepts, is derivable from concentration distributions such as those of Fig. 9. This depletion layer thickness \( \delta \) is defined as,

\[
\frac{\delta}{R_g} = \int_0^\infty \left( 1 - \frac{c(z)}{c_{\text{max}}} \right) dz,
\]

where \( z = y/R_g \), \( c(z) \) is the center-of-mass distribution, and \( c_{\text{max}} = \max_{z \geq 0} \left[ c(z) \right] \). From the distributions of Fig. 6, Eq. (13) yields \( \delta/R_g = 0.837 \) for the neutral wall, \( \delta/R_g = 0.954 \) for the repulsive wall, and for Ladd et al. \( \delta/R_g = 0.868 \).

Longer chains are subject to a stronger depletion effect measured as a larger depletion layer thickness. Thus, it appears that, when the allowable configuration space is restricted to be a half-space, the longer chains suffer a larger loss in free energy and are subject to larger steric depletion forces. However, the analytical solution of Ref. 12 for ideal chains assumes the center-of-mass distribution will converge to an asymptotic curve as \( N \) becomes very large. In Fig. 10 the center-of-mass distributions, normalized by their maximum values \( c_{\text{max}} \), for different bead numbers are compared with the asymptotic analytical solution. In the left-hand plot the distance from the wall is normalized by the equilibrium value of the radius of gyration \( R_g \), and in the right-hand plot by the depletion layer thickness \( \delta \). The LBM results\(^8\) are for an \( N = 16 \) bead polymer in a channel of width \( H = 5R_g \). The curves in the figure show that, with lateral shifting, the numerical models closely capture the functional forms of the analytic solution, and that the depletion layer thickness provides the means for shifting the numerical distributions onto the analytic solution to produce an almost common curve. The agreement is remarkable since the numerical model features solvent explicitly represented by DPD particles whereas in the lattice model the solvent is implicit. Figure 10 (left) shows that, as expected, the shorter chains have distributions closer to the wall, and that, as \( N \) goes from 100 to 500, the discrepancy between the numerical and the analytic distribution becomes vanishingly small. For the latter the small discrepancy may be due to the solution having been carried out with a poor solvent condition, which as previously noted slightly weakens the depletion. The LBM curve has the largest discrepancy probably due to the relative wall-polymer-solvent interactions mentioned in Sec. III D and its small bead number \( N \). In addition, our results agree well with the depletion layers calculated from Monte Carlo simulations by Berkenbos et al.\(^7\) for tubes. They also investigated the limit of very small tubes, where the confinement greatly restricts the chain configurations. These distributions no longer resemble those in Figs. 7 and 10.

For the same simulations, Fig. 11 presents the local

---

**Table VI. DPD parameters used in bead number effect simulations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>spring</th>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>( r_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>( a_{ri} )</th>
<th>( a_{pp} )</th>
<th>( a_{ps} )</th>
<th>( a_{sp} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FENE</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIG. 8.** Local radius of gyration (left) and relative shape (right) for a chain of \( N = 16 \) beads for various gaps.
normalized by its unconfined value (left) and the ratio of $R_g(y)$ and $R_g(y)$ (right). The fact that the longest chains have the smallest normalized local $R_g(y)$ suggests that in the slit they adopt a more close-packed form than their smaller counterparts even though their relative shapes are about the same.

IV. POISEUILLE FLOW OF DILUTE POLYMER SOLUTIONS

This section results are presented for the Poiseuille flow of dilute polymer solutions confined between parallel plates separated by gap $H$. The Poiseuille flow is driven by a uniform pressure gradient as a force applied equally to both polymer and solvent DPD particles. Following dynamic effects of the flow will be interpreted primarily with the Peclet number (Pe) defined as

$$\text{Pe} = \frac{R_g^2}{D} = 4\text{Sc} \frac{R_g^2}{H^2},$$

where $\gamma = 2V_c/H$ is the mean shear rate, $V_c$ is the centerline velocity, and $D$ is the polymer center-of-mass diffusion coefficient measured in equilibrium. The Schmidt number (Sc) and the channel Reynolds number (Re) are defined, respectively, by

$$\text{Sc} = \frac{\nu}{D}, \quad \text{Re} = \frac{V_c H}{2\nu} = \frac{\gamma H^2}{4\nu}. \quad (15)$$

The discussion below invokes other Reynolds numbers based on the radius of gyration ($R_g$) and Stokes–Einstein radius $r_b$ (Ref. 24) of a polymer bead ($r_b$) which can be defined, respectively, as

$$\text{Re}_g = \frac{\gamma R_g^2}{\nu}, \quad \text{Re}_b = \frac{\gamma r_b^2}{\nu}. \quad (16)$$

In some works, $\text{Wi}$ Poiseuille flow results are interpreted in terms of the Weissenberg number $\text{Wi} = \tau\gamma$, where $\tau$ is derived from the long-time relaxation of the stretched polymer chain in a stagnant solvent. Since both $D$ and $\tau$ are derived from equilibrium data, they differ by at most a constant for a given chain. Furthermore, $\text{Wi}$ can be expressed as a product similar to Eq. (14) with Sc replaced by $\tau\nu/R_g^2$, which is also a purely material property.

A. Velocity profiles

The Poiseuille velocity profile between walls placed at $y = 0$, $H$ for a non-Newtonian fluid with a power-law shear viscosity is given by

$$V(y) = V_c \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{y - H/2}{H/2} \right)^{1+1/n} \right],$$

$$V_c = \frac{n}{1+n} \left( \frac{\rho g}{\kappa} \right)^{1/n} \left( \frac{H}{2} \right)^{1+1/n}, \quad (17)$$

where $n$ is the power-law index, $g$ the uniform driving force per unit mass, $\kappa$ the power-law shear-stress coefficient, and $\rho$ the mass density.

FIG. 9. Effect of bead number $N$ on the center-of-mass distribution in a slit of $H = 3R_g$.

FIG. 10. Normalized center-of-mass distributions for different bead numbers compared with the analytical solution. The wall distance $y$ is normalized by the unconfined $R_g$ (left) and depletion layer thickness $\delta$ (right).
Figure 12 shows velocity profiles for an \( N=100 \) bead-chain solution in a gap of \( 3R_g \) at \( Pe=50, 100, \) and \( 200 \). The calculated velocity profiles of the suspension are well described by the power law \( \text{Eq. (17)} \) with \( n=0.88 \). The dashed curves are the corresponding Newtonian profiles for \( n=1 \). The average velocity of the particles within a slice \( \Delta y \) of the gap is assigned to be the local continuum velocity at the slice center. Hence, continuum wall velocities cannot be calculated directly. However, as expected from the particle boundary conditions of Sec. II C, there appears to be no slip at the wall since nearby velocities extrapolate to zero within statistical error. The \( Re, Re_g, \) and \( Re_b \) numbers scale linearly with \( Pe \), and for the flow of \( Pe=200 \) they are \( Re=39.49, \ Re_g=17.55, \) and \( Re_b=0.055 \), respectively, where \( R_g=3.9235, \ rb=0.22, \) and \( \nu=0.2854 \).

B. Polymer migration

In addition to the hydrostatic depletion already presented, Poiseuille flow gives rise to further cross-flow migration of the polymer. This dynamic migration was investigated with a chain of \( N=16 \) beads with the parameters shown in Table VII. The solvent viscosity for all cases is \( \nu=0.54 \).

The simulations were performed at \( Pe \) numbers of 50, 100, and 200 for several channels. Figures 13–15 correspond to the gap widths \( H=3R_g, 5R_g, \) and \( 8R_g, \) respectively, and display the effect of the \( Pe \) and the \( Re \) numbers on the results for (i) the center-of-mass distributions, and (ii) chain conformation distributions imaged by computation of the three components of the local radius of gyration \( R_g^x(y), R_g^y(y), \) \( R_g^z(y) \) normalized by their equilibrium components \( R_g/\sqrt{3} \). In the figures the mean of the distribution is displayed as a horizontal line.

The center-of-mass distributions of Figs. 13–15, respectively, show the dynamic depletion layer to be steadily reduced relative to the hydrostatic case as \( Pe \) is increased, and that the effect is strongest for the smallest gap. In contrast, migration of polymer from the centerline towards the walls becomes more pronounced as the gap size increases, and between \( Pe=100 \) and 200 the significant development is a distribution with two off-center peaks, which is consistent with previous work, \(^8\) and similar results obtained by various other methods were reported in Refs. \(^9\)–\(^11\) and \(^13\). Factors contributing to cross-stream migration are listed by Ladd et al. \(^13\) as lift, rotation, stretching, and drift of the polymer from the wall. Graham et al. \(^10\) attribute migration to two effects: chain-wall hydrodynamics and chain mobility gradients due to different conformations such as a stretched chain. The \( R_g \) distributions show the chain to be strongly stretched in flow direction \( x \) when subjected to high shear rates. In view of the hydrostatic preference for the centerline region, it seems counterintuitive that a chain prefers to occupy the region of higher shear rates away from the centerline with its vanishing shear rate. It is plausible to attribute the forces which drive the chain away from the center to be similar to those that control the effect of Segre–Silberberg in which \(^20,21\)

### Table VII. Simulation parameters used in polymer migration calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>spring</th>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>( r_{max} )</th>
<th>( a_{ps} )</th>
<th>( a_{ip} )</th>
<th>( a_{ps} )</th>
<th>( R_g )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FENE</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.36205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 11. Local radius of gyration (left) and relative shape (right) of the polymer for various \( Pe \)’s, \( N=100 \).
a neutrally buoyant rigid sphere or ellipsoid in a channel will migrate to an equilibrium position between wall and centerline due to the combined hydrodynamic effects of wall-particle interactions, velocity profile curvature and shear forces. The components of \( R_g \) show that, on average, the confined chain resembles an ellipsoid when viewed as an entity. However, flexibility and elasticity are not included explicitly in the Segre–Silberberg analysis although these factors are implicit in the definition of the Peclet number. An alternative view is the chain as an ensemble of connected point-particles where each behaves as a sphere with a Stokes–Einstein radius, and therefore is subject to the Segre–Silberberg forces. As reported in Refs. 30 and 31 the Segre–Silberberg effect for a suspension of particles strongly depends on the ratio of particle size to the channel width and Reynolds number of the flow based on the particle size. For the case of Pe=200, we have Re number in the range of 28.4–201.2 for the gaps \( 3R_g \sim 8R_g \), and \( Re_x=12.6, Re_b=0.33 \), respectively. In our simulations the Re numbers are in the range of those given in Ref. 31 where results for Poiseuille flow predict particle migration to a stable position in-between the wall and the centerline. This appears to support our interpretation of the above results as the Segre–Silberberg effect. The results are qualitatively similar for the three channels. However, wall-molecule interactions appear to be a determining factor for the polymer distribution in small channels \( (H \approx 3R_g) \). Wall-polymer repulsive forces are dominant within a layer of about \( 2.5R_g \), and therefore in small slits the development of the off-center peaks in the distributions is observed only for relatively high Pe number when Segre–Silberberg forces are able to overwhelm wall steric repulsion. In contrast, for larger channels \( (H \approx 5R_g) \) the off-center peaks in the polymer distributions appear at lower Pe, because wall-polymer forces act only within a near-wall layer and may not be present in the centerline region where shear forces have a migration effect. In addition, the distribution peaks coincide approximately with the maximum stretch \( (\max. R_g^x, \min. R_g^z) \) of the chain in the streamwise direction. The scatter in the distribution data clearly increases with channel size. This statistical defect for wider channels is a consequence of more expensive calculations for larger particle systems and longer times required for a chain to migrate a number of times across the slit.

The above argument suggests that polymer migration is characterized by at least three numbers: Pe, Re, and \( R_g/H \). In the presence of inertia \( (Re > 0) \) the Segre–Silberberg effect is to be expected, and this is in accord with the relatively high Re number cases presented above. Graham et al. used the Brownian dynamics (BD) method to show ever increasing polymer migration towards the channel centerline with increasing Pe or Wi, where hydrodynamic inertia effects are excluded by use of only Stokes interactions for which the Segre–Silberberg effect vanishes. In particular, Stokes hydrodynamics accounts for very strong wall-polymer interactions.
However, as $Wi$ increases, the channel Reynolds number must also increase. Analysis with linearized inertia [time dependent (p. 354), Oseen (p. 354)] suggests that as inertia increases from zero the typical leading Stokes interaction in the reciprocal distance is continuously replaced by the first-order inertial term typical of the unbounded case. This transition would appear to mark the inception of the Segre–Silberberg effect. The complexity of bead-spring suspensions does not permit “a priori” estimates of this Re range, but the Re values actually realized are germane to an assessment of the effect in Ref. 9. To this end, we have performed a number of DPD simulations with greatly reduced Re number. A 16-bead polymer solution having viscosity $\nu=14.019$ confined in the channel of $H=3R_g$ is subject to Poiseuille flow at $Pe=50$, $100$, and $200$. For $Pe=200$ we have $Re=0.041$, $Re_g=0.018$, and $Re_0=4.66 \times 10^{-4}$, respectively. Figure 16 shows the center-of-mass distribution and chain conformations. The center-of-mass distributions of Fig. 16 differ only slightly from the hydrostatic case, in accord with the often-used description of low Re flow as “quasistatic.” In contrast, the chain conformations resemble those at high Re shown in Fig. 13 for the same $H/R_g$ rather than the hydrostatic conformations of Fig. 8. Unfortunately, the BD results of Graham et al. do not include the hydrostatic case which would provide a critical comparison with the results of this paper. For $Pe<100$ polymer migration proceeds towards the channel centerline which suggests the dominance of wall-polymer interactions. However, as $Pe\to 200$, the center-of-mass distribution indicates a slight polymer migration away from the centerline which suggests that the Segre–Silberberg forces have become comparable with wall-polymer interactions. Moreover, evidence for the Segre–Silberberg effect at low Re number is provided by the perturbation theory of Ref. 30, the simulations of Ref. 31 and the experiments of Ref. 34. In conclusion, the results of this work indicate that polymer migration is governed by the $Pe$, $Re$, and $R_g/H$ numbers which characterize wall-polymer interactions and the Segre–Silberberg effect. However, when $Re\to 0$ [approximately $O(10^{-3})$] the Segre–Silberberg effect is negligible and polymer migration is then governed only by $Pe$ and $R_g/H$, in accord with Refs. 9 and 10.

Other results, not included in this paper, indicate that polymer migration in Poiseuille flow is independent of the segment spring model (FENE and Fraenkel), and is governed almost entirely by the three numbers mentioned above which incorporate the characteristic polymer length and time scales [Eq. (14) and (15)]. However, we expect that increasing the number of beads in a chain will alter chain-wall interactions which this work has shown to affect migration. The hydrostatic results (Fig. 10) suggest that for large enough $N$ the migration effect should be independent of the chain representation. However, even in the static case, 500-bead chains...
were subject to the statistical difficulties mentioned above, and reliable results will be even more expensive to attain in the dynamic case.

The effect of solvent quality on migration is investigated with the 16-bead chain employed above in the channels with gaps of $H = 3R_g$ and $4R_g$ for $Pe = 50$ and 100. Figure 17 shows the center-of-mass distribution for solvents of different quality. Results predict stronger migration away from the centerline for good solvents than poor solvents. We attribute this to weaker wall depletion of polymers in good solvents as was pointed out in Sec. III C for the static case, and potentially stronger Segre–Silberberg effect due to the larger volume taken up by chains in good solvents compared to the more compact, less swollen, shape in poor solvents. As in the results of Figs. 13–16, the migration effect in smaller channels is attenuated by the stronger chain-wall interactions.

V. SUMMARY

For dilute polymer solutions in narrow channels we have investigated the hydrostatic depletion near walls for several bead-spring models, channel widths, number of beads, solvent quality, and wall-polymer-solvent interactions. The channel width was varied from 3 to 8 times $R_g$, the unconfined polymer radius of gyration. The center-of-mass and bead distributions and polymer shape measured by the components of the local radius of gyration were found to be independent of the bead-spring model used in the simulations. Wall depletion and polymer shapes were found to be similar for channel gaps $H \geq 3R_g$, and indeed distributions for all channel gaps collapse onto a single curve by normalization with the maximum concentration $c_{max}$, when other variables are fixed. The chain length specified with bead number $N$ in the chain representation affects the depletion layer with short chains having narrower depletion layers than longer ones. However, as $N$ becomes large ($N \geq 500$) the depletion layer is independent of $N$, and the polymer distribution across the channel converges to the lattice theory solution for ideal chains near a purely repulsive wall. By scaling the distance from the wall with $\delta$, an integral measure of depletion layer thickness [Eq. (13)], the center-of-mass distributions for all $N$ can be collapsed onto the lattice theory asymptotic solution. Thus, with appropriate scaling, distributions for $N \sim O(10)$ adopt the shape of the very long, flexible chains of the lattice theory.

However, when a chain is immersed in a solvent of different quality its depletion layer properties change. A good solvent yields a thinner depletion layer than does a poor solvent, and by comparison the ideal chain has the strongest wall depletion. Finally, relative wall-polymer-solvent interactions or simply polymer boundary conditions also have a
strong effect on the depletion layer. Potentially, these interactions could be combined to control the depletion layer thickness and to model a wall adsorption.

In the dynamic case of Poiseuille flow we found that dilute polymer solutions exhibit slightly non-Newtonian behavior with velocity profiles corresponding to a power-law index of $n=0.88$ [Eq. (17)]. The hydrostatic depletion layer is affected by the flow, but beyond about a distance of $\delta \sim O(1)$ the center-of-mass distributions exhibit with increasing Pe and Re numbers ever stronger indications of migration toward an intermediate position between wall and centerline. At high enough Pe number Poiseuille flow induces in the distributions the new feature of two off-center peaks which correspond to the most probable channel positions. Simultaneously, the chains tend to stretch out in the direction of the shear planes. Thus, chains prefer an intermediate position between wall and centerline and not the middle of the channel where the shear rate vanishes. We attribute this to the hydrodynamic Segre–Silberberg effect which forces spheres and ellipsoids away from the centerline due to the

FIG. 16. Polymer center-of-mass (upper left) and conformation distributions of $R_g^x$ (upper right), $R_g^y$ (lower left), and $R_g^z$ (lower right) in Poiseuille flow, $N=16$, $H=3R_g$. Low Re number.

FIG. 17. Influence of solvent quality on center-of-mass distributions for Pe = 50, 100, $H=3R_g$ (left), and $H=4R_g$ (right).
shear gradient in Poiseuille flow. At high enough Re when hydrodynamic forces prevail over Brownian fluctuations, the quasistable polymer position in the channel appears to be determined by the balance of the wall-polymer hydrodynamic interactions and forces arising from Segre–Silberberg effect. In case of low enough Re number when the Segre–Silberberg effect becomes negligible polymer migration is governed by Pe number and proceeds mostly to the channel centerline due to wall-polymer interactions. We have shown that polymer migration is independent of the bead-string model. However, the quality of the solvent, polymer boundary conditions, and the number of beads in the chain all affect polymer migration in the slit. We expect no dependence on number of monomers for large enough N. Finally, two off-center peaks in the distribution develop at lower Pe in the larger channels which is consistent with the known interaction length of several \( R_g \) for wall-polymer depletion. Hence the migration effect is more pronounced in the channels of larger widths.
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